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About This Game

In 2200, the All-Star Robot Battle started on Planet X. You, as a professional robot battle player, create your own exclusive
robot and control your robot battle through mapping mode. Fight with opponents in the universe, win each battle to gain more
upgraded parts. Through battles, you will grow up your skills and parts. Eventually you become the No.1 Robot Fighter in the

universe!
Warbot is a VR fighting game by controlling robot through mapping mode. It’s designed and built for VR immersive

experience, you have high freedom of assembly which allows you to create your own unique robot! Emotional robot battle scene
introduced a very immersive environment to enhance the immersive feeling.

Customize your own robot is a great way to make your robot unique and personal, and showoff to everyone in the world,
leaderboard is providing great enhancement as well. Try it and play more and more, to get your own unique personalized robot

in the world!
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Title: Warbot
Genre: Action, Early Access
Developer:
Shanghai Lusion Computer Software Co. Ltd.
Publisher:
Shanghai Lusion Computer Software Co. Ltd.
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 above

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970, AMD FX 8250 or above

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Unable to play because can't grab robot to start the game escpecially when the starting panel is outside my playing space.. I love
mechs so I was hoping for this to be great. The combat was probably always going to be my least enjoyed part. Unfortunatley I
couldn't pass the defence portion of the tutorial. It would accept my hands were in front of my face.. I ahve a 2mx2m playspace
and even then I still couldn't reach the robot in the beginning, as soon as they fix this i'll recommend it but for now I can't.
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